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Highly Transparent, Decorative Coatings

Alesta Jollipop powder coatings are attractive, decorative products that deliver a high level of shine, creating an illusion of depth. Formulated in our weatherable TGIC polyester chemistry, these coatings provide flawlessly smooth coverage and a glass-like finish that beautifies and protects a wide array of projects.

Ideal applications
• Decorative outdoor projects
• Auto rims and parts
• Lighting fixtures
• Bicycles and bicycle parts

Axalta innovation
As part of our on-going efforts to improve the performance of our products, we formulated our Jollipops according to the most severe specifications:
• Reactive range, curing 10 min @ 400 °F, for lower energy consumption and higher productivity, helping to reduce costs
• Improved transfer efficiency and application characteristics, allowing uniform coverage on the parts, making it easier to fill scratches and reduce excessive thicknesses

Features and benefits:
• Provides beauty and protection to a wide range of projects
• Available in an array of colors, creating a glass-like appearance
• Excellent color and gloss stability
• Protects from premature corrosion

Available Colors:

Contact Axalta Coating Systems- Powder NA Customer Service for more information or to place an order.

In the U.S., call 1-800-247-3886 or e-mail weborders.powder@axaltacs.com.

in Canada, call 1-888-447-2598 or e-mail powder.info@axaltacs.com

For those projects that require quick action, ask about our ReplaShade™ service (color matching within 8 days).

Jollipops are available in 25lb. boxes and may be make-to-order products.
For chip requests email chiprequest.powder@axaltacs.com and reference product name and number.

www.axalta.us/powder
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